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Welcome! 

Team Name: Menlo (Mavericks) 

Team Abbreviation: MNLO 

Pool Locations- Burgess Park and Belle Haven Community Park 

Team Colors: Royal blue/ White/ Yellow/ Black 

Website: www.menlomavericks.com 

Our Team 

      Menlo Mavericks has been a mainstay in Menlo Park since 1992 when we were originally 

called the Penguins. Since then, we have developed from a summer only recreational team 

into a year round USA Swim team. Remaining with the same ideas as in 1992, our team is 

committed to offering quality swimming and instruction from beginner to elite swimmers. 

USA Swimming Information 

By joining Menlo Mavericks and completing the USA registration form, each swimmer 

becomes a member of USA Swimming. USA Swimming is the National Governing Body for 

the sport of swimming in the United States, USA Swimming is a 300,000-member service 

organization that promotes the culture of swimming by creating opportunities for swimmers 

and coaches of all backgrounds to participate and advance in the sport through clubs, 

events and education.  

 

USA Swimming membership is comprised of swimmers from the age group level to the 

Olympic Team, as well as coaches and volunteers. Members can get involved through our 

more than 2,800 clubs across the nation. 

Upon completion and return of the USA registration form, each Menlo Maverick swimmer will 

receive a USA Swimming membership card with an individual USA-S number which will 

remain the same for the entirety of a swimmers career when they register with USA 

Swimming. Every swimmer also receives a subscription to ‘Splash!’ magazine. All Menlo 

Mavericks swimmers are covered under USA Swimming’s general liability insurance policy.  

For more information on USA Swimming, visit www.usaswimming.org. USA Swimming is a 

valuable resource for parents and swimmers.  
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Team philosophy 

The Menlo Mavericks is a year round swim team which aims to create a swimming 

community that is extremely positive about being in and around the water. We emphasize 

learning sound techniques through our committed and competent coaches in a pleasant and 

positive environment. With a team segmented into smaller groups to meet the needs of 

swimmers of all ability levels, the Menlo Mavericks receive the best quality of coaching, 

instruction, and fun. 

 

Coaches Philosophy 

 Menlo Mavericks coaching staff are well educated, committed, and highly 

professional to coaching the sport they love. The staff believes in the education of not only 

the swimmer but also the families to help achieve the goals they strive for in swimming.  

Our coaching staff believes in each individual athlete’s development as a swimmer. 

We believe in the process from the start of a swimmers career. Our coaches are highly 

motivated and understanding that swimmers need to build a base prior to building speed. 

Menlo Mavericks coaching staff works together to make sure that each swimmer has the 

skills necessary to become faster. 

Menlo Mavericks adheres to offering the best possible atmosphere needed to grow 

and develop the highest level possible of athletes.  

 

Menlo Mavericks- Meet Philosophy 

 As swimmers grow, so does the introduction of swim meets. Each group level is 

asked to participate in swim meets ranging from 2 per quarter to 1 time per month. Menlo 

Mavericks is a competitive swim team and one of the ways athletes improve is to attend 

competitions. Additionally it allows the athlete to take what they learn and apply the skills in 

an actual competition also allowing coaches to view each swimmer in a different setting.  

Swim meets are an important factor into the sport of swimming. With Menlo 

Mavericks, we enjoy encouraging our swimmers to take on personal and team challenges by 

going to swim meets. Our coaching staff does highly recommend swim meets to all 

members of the team. This notion allows swimmers to take the next step to permit the 

coach and swimmer to continue in the education and instruction of swimming.  

 

Menlo Mavericks Rules to Swim by 

1.  BE ON TIME (For everything you do) 

2.  BE POSITIVE (Especially in times of ADVERSITY)                                                                                                                          

3.  Do it ALL with Class! 

 

 



Mavericks Mission 

To give the necessary tools and guidance to our swimmers to allow each one to become functioning, 
productive, and passionate members of society while pursuing excellence through the sport of 
swimming.  

The Menlo Mavericks program is for ages 5 to 18 years, and has three main objectives: 

1. Develop and foster a desire for life-long aquatic involvement. 
2. Refine swim skills in all four strokes including turns, dives, and relays. 
3. Instill the desire to improve ability through work, swim meet experience, and technique. 

We create passionate swimmers using two steps: 

1. Fundamentals — For passionate swimmers to blossom, they must have sound and solid 
swimming technique fundamentals. The ease and joy of water activity is enhanced with efficient 

body movement patterns. We will not compromise this step ever from our Swim School, Menlo 
Mavericks, and the Summer Mavericks programs. 

2. Diversity — Always offering a varied and changing menu of swim activities that challenges and 
engages the individual to progress, develop, and evolve as swimmers.  Speed, rankings, and 
times are not necessarily the prime driving motivator behind our philosophy. 

We strive to develop self-esteem, cardio vascular fitness as well as strength, flexibility, and balance.  
By offering all these items we hope to create a swimmer whose attendance consistency is high. 
 
We believe that if the swimmer is having fun ... they will continue to participate. 
We believe that if the swimmer participates ... they will progress. 
We believe that if the swimmer progresses ... they will increase their self-confidence. 

We believe that if the swimmer's self-confidence is high ... they will become passionate swimmers. 
We believe that if a swimmer is passionate ... they are a Maverick. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Coaching Staff 

Swim Coaches 

Aaron Burrows: Head Coach, 5, Pre-Senior, and Senior- aaron@menloswim.com 

Aaron is a Bay Area native who started his love of swimming in San Jose as a child.  

As he grew older, his enthusiasm to share what he had learned extended to teaching 

swimming lessons at the young age of fourteen.  As an adult Aaron swam for his college 

team in Bakersfield, returning to teaching lessons every summer.  Also in college, Aaron 

began coaching for a local USS Club team in Bakersfield. 

          When Aaron started coaching a level 2 group, he really began to understanding the 

complexities of the sport of swimming. He started researching, listening and talking to 

experienced coaches and trainers to obtain as much knowledge of technical sport of 

swimming as possible. Subsequently, Aaron moved up into the Head Age Group position 

and has had many swimmers accomplish great things both in and out of the pool.  

          In his spare time, Aaron enjoys the outdoors.  Aaron enjoys mountain biking, hiking, 

camping, and of course swimming. Aaron's hobbies include, but are not limited to, playing 

instruments (the drums are his favorite), art and cooking.  

          Aaron hopes to assist all his swimmers in the sport of swimming and life. Aaron is 

looking to create some great athletes and grow with the team, as a team! 

 

 
Jenna Holden: Level 4 and 4- Gold- jenna@menloswim.com 

 Coach Jenna’s love for water sports started at a very young age. Growing up on a 

small lake in upstate NY she could often be found out on the water swimming and boating in 

the summer months.  Her love of the sport deepened as she swam year round with her local 

USA swim team and all four years of high school on the Varsity swim team where she led 

her team to win sectional championships and made the State team. She pursued this love of 

swimming though the collegiate level. She has been blessed to have really great coaches 

along the way that have each shaped her into the person and athlete she is today. She 

desires to give her level 3 swimmers this same great experience.   

She is a certified USA swimming coach as well as a certified Recreation therapist. She is 

also a third generation lifeguard and water safety instructor. Her coaching experience as a 

USA swim coach began in NY where she coached her local team as well as an adapted swim 

team for children with disabilities. In her free time she can be found riding bikes, cooking 

and of course swimming laps. 

 
Steven Camargo: Level 3 and 3-Gold- stevocamargo@yahoo.com 

I started swimming at a young age my mom was big on camping and swimming so as a 

baby she always had me in the river and pools. I joined swim team as a 6 and under and 

stayed in it until I was about 10 since I was also playing basketball and wanted to focus all 

my time on basketball. When became older and learned that I was too short to play in the 

NBA I went back to swimming, where I did pretty well in college making top 8 in butterfly 

and earning medals in the 100 and 200 back at conference finals. I love anything to do with 

water and love to pass on what I've learned to younger generations! A few other things I'm 

passionate about are skateboarding, free running, driving, and games that have strategy 

behind them. 
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Melissa Joy: Level 2 and 2-Gold- melissa@menloswim.com 

Coach Melissa has always loved the water. She has been swimming since she was 

very young and has been a swim instructor for over 8 years. Melissa jumped into coaching 

Mavericks with two feet and has enjoyed (and is enjoying) every minute of it. 

          Melissa coaches our Pre-Mavericks and Level 1 swimmers.  She enjoys working with 

young swimmers to build on their love of swimming and team spirit. She believes that 

swimming is a great sport that encompasses both individual improvements along with an 

awesome team dynamic. Her goal is to have every swimmer advance their swimming ability 

as well as their confidence… and, of course, have a great time doing it! 

 

Allison Collins: Level 1- allisonmaecollins@gmail.com 

Allison was born in Columbus, Indiana and moved here to Menlo Park when she was eleven. 

She always knew she loved to swim and used to swim laps with her dad at the local fitness center. 

When she moved here to California she finally decided to join a swim team, The Menlo Mavericks. 

Allison has loved every minute of it, trying to be involved as much as possible. At 14 she started 

working the Menlo Camps during the summer and by the end decided to become a swimmer 

instructor. She instructed lessons for almost two years until she was offered a position to be an 

assistant level 1 and 2 coach of the Menlo Mavericks. Now after being a coach for a year she has 

discovered her love for coaching and helping kids develop their skills further.  

She plans on becoming a USA registered coach along with already being a USA swimmer and 

hopes to inspire kids to continue with whatever they love doing whether it be in or out of the pool. 

Allison is a student at Menlo Atherton High school and hopes to continue coaching throughout 

her years in school and definitely wants to swim throughout college. Allison’s hobbies are reading, 

sewing, playing guitar, most of the outdoor activities including, hiking, camping, any sport (especially 

swimming), and spending time with the team and her friends.  

Allison is so happy to be a part of the team as a swimmer and a coach and hopes to be a great coach 

and leader for the team for years to come.  

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 



Group Descriptions 

Level 1 

 Our Level 1 group is designed for swimmers to continue with proper stroke technique 

and instruction and begin to build their endurance and speed. Goals for this group are to 

become skillful in the four competitive strokes and become exposed to competitions with 

USA Swimming. We believe fun and learning mix well together to get ready for the next 

level. It is encouraged that swimmers attend a minimum of 2 practices a week.    

This group aims to swim 500-600 yards a practice, meet participation: 1 USA meet 

every 6 months 

Level 2 

 Our level 2 swimmers will have a majority instruction during practice while adding 

some focus on endurance and longer swims. We continue with stroke refinement and 

introduce more drills to them to help improve technique. Swimmers are asked to attend a 

minimum of 3 times a week for the full benefit and to continue improving. 

This group aims to swim 800-1,000 yards a practice, meet participation:  2 USA 

meets every 6 months  

Level 3 

 In level 3, swimmers will continue the education and emphasis of correct stroke and 

turn technique. We ask that swimmers joining this group have past swim team experience. 

This group will begin to focus on the “Swim meet Swimmer” by setting goals, race 

strategies, and leadership that will help them continue their success. We ask that 

attendance is 3-4 times a week for full advantage of coaching and technique. 

This group aims to swim 1,400-1,600 yards a practice, meet participation: 1 USA 

meets a quarter (every 3 months) 

Level 4 

 Level 4 swimmers are well developed in swim meets and practicing. This group tends 

to focus more on swimming and keeping proper stroke technique while swimming at a faster 

pace. Understanding how a swim meet unfolds and the ability to lead younger swimmers 

and guide them through practice and swim meet processes is a plus. Goal setting and 

leadership are highly emphasized. Attendance at least 4 times a week is strongly 

encouraged. 

This group aims to swim 2,400-2,700 yards a practice, meet participation: 2-3 USA 

meets a quarter (every 3 months) 

Level 5 (Developmental) 

Focus is on the developing swimmer from just physical to applying a mental aspect 

with this level. Teaching swimmers how to train for races and be prepared to swim with 

proper technique at a fast pace. Learning how to mentally and physically break down swims 

while staying self-driven. Each swimmer has developed leadership roles among the group 

and team. Practices with this group should be 3-4 times a week. 

This group aims to swim 3,300-3,600 yards a practice, meet participation is not 

expected, but encouraged 

 

Pre-Senior and Senior 

 This group shows a dedication to the sport and continues in the education of race 

preparation. Skills have become acquired and swimmers are capable of leading the group in 

difficult sets and showing leadership roles at swim meets and team events. Practice 

attendance should be a significant focus with this group.  

Meets are expected, it is part of this groups training 

 

 

 



PARENT EXPECTATIONS    

 1. KEEP ATHLETICS IN PERSPECTIVE 

• Emphasize the right priorities: Family, Academics, and Athletics 

• Place value in participation and giving your best effort, not the winning or losing of 

a contest.  (We swim for Championships, and self improvement and we want to win, 

but making sure a player gives his best effort is our primary focus.) 

• Remember you as a parent represent the team, the staff, and alumni.  Be involved, 

be vocal, but do your best to be positive.  At the end of the day, it’s still just 

swimming.  

• Do not publicly demean participants in an athletic contest (Players, officials, 

coaches, other parents or spectators, etc.) 

2. SUPPORT YOUR STUDENT-ATHLETE 

• Talk to your child about how things are going with his/her sport 

• Come to as many of your child’s meets as possible 

• Stress the importance of a healthy lifestyle free of drugs, tobacco, and alcohol 

• Do not support “quitting” as the best way to solve problems, but rather 

perseverance, and how to deal with adversity 

3. SUPPORT THE PROGRAM 

• Be supportive of the coaching staff and respect their professional judgment, they 

are here to   help your child grow as an athlete and as a person. (We’re not always 

right, we will make mistakes, but we are doing OUR BEST to make decisions with 

THE TEAM’S best interest in mind) 

• Follow the communication procedure with coaches as outlined on next page 

• Understand the time commitment and needs of the particular sports as many of 

them involve significant commitments of time and resources 

• Be willing to help in fundraising efforts, or work events that will benefit the athlete 

within the program (i.e., job signups, Team Moms organizing events, Team Meals, 

etc.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Swimmer Expectations 

• Listen to the coaches when they are talking! 

• Stay in team area during meets. If you need to leave the area, tell your parent(s) 

and the where you are going. 

• No “horse play”. Rest, read, play cards or board games, make bracelets - - bring 

quiet activities from home to do. 

• Know what you are swimming and listen for the announcer or watch for events 

being posted 

• Have and show respect for your coaches, parents, teammates, opponents, and 

officials. 

• At the end of a race, wait until other swimmers are done before climbing out and 

shake hands. Recognize and give credit to the ability of other swimmers. 

• Go to the Coaches first after you swim. 

• Make healthy food choices day and evening of meet. Ask your coaches for 

suggestions. 

• Clean up after yourselves. 

• Support your teammates and participate in team cheers. 

• Daily Practice-Arrive before posted practice time and be ready to start on time.  

• Swimmers must not enter the pool until their coach gives them permission to do 

so.  

 

• Follow lane traffic rules as directed by the coach.  

 

• Swimmers must obey the rules of the pool facilities. These include no running on 

the pool deck and no diving in the shallow end of the pool.  

 

• No horseplay or roughhousing is allowed in the pool, on the pool deck or in the 

locker rooms. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Event, Competition and Meet Entry Process 

 

Competition attendance  

 All Menlo Mavericks swimmers are expected to participate in swim meets. We offer 

meets to participate in at least one meet a month. It is to each swimmers best advantage in 
the team structure and move up process to participate in swim meets.  

 As each swimmer is entered into a swim meet, they are entered to swim against 

other swimmers that are their own age and ability (time). If a swimmer enters a swim meet 

for the first time, they will be competing against other swimmers at their first meet or who 

have placed with a slower time. Again, we highly recommend swim meets to ALL Mavericks 
swimmers.  

Entering into a swim meet or team event 

1.   Menlo Mavericks will post an annual event calendar on the website. From here, 

prior to each event, an event notification will be set up and automatically sent to ALL 
currently active members of the team. 

2.   Once the email notification has been received in the members email, there will 
be an opportunity for them to follow the event link and log in to the team site. 

a.    From here, members will be directed to the event page for further 
specific details about the event. 

b.    If a member would like to register for the event, they will click the 

swimmer (participants) name and “declare” that yes [swimmer] will 

participate in the event. 

c.    If there are any restrictions, time/day/distance/car pool, or other 
information they may place that into the comments box available. 

d.   In order for the event to be processed, member must click the “Save 
Changes” button 

e. Summer swim meets are included in membership; all other events and 
USA swim meets will incur a fee.  

3.   All events will have a specific deadline, if you plan on not attending, please un-

commit on the team site or email us 48hours prior to the event registration deadline. 
Your account will be charged otherwise. 

4.   Once the deadline for an event has closed, each athlete’s Mind Body account will 

be charged for the event. (Swim events and days vary; prices are usually around 

$25.00 per day, up to $40.00 for a weekend) 

  

 

 

 



Swim meet Parent Volunteering 

 At each attended swim meet, we do ask that parents assist in timing or officiating. 

Each swimmer is required to have a parent help with these duties to move the meet along 

smoothly.  

Communication with Coaches  

The entire coaching staff is encouraged to keep the lines of communication open with 

our athletes and their families. We will always do our best to supply you with all of the 

essential information that you will need to manage your time and commitment to the 

MENLO MAVERICKS program successfully.  Many times, parents will have questions and feel 

the need to meet with their swimmers coach. Our coaches are professionals. They make 

decisions based on what is best for the entire team, taking into account every member of 

the team. The coaches work extremely hard and they coach because they love working with 

kids and realize the positive benefit of participation in swimming. The following are some 

guidelines and policies to help facilitate the most productive and efficient relationship with 

the coaching staff. 

Parents are encouraged to discuss: 

• Their child’s progress and ways to help their student improve 

• Concerns regarding their child’s behavior 

• The philosophy of the coach 

• The expectations of coaches and role for their child on the team 

• Team rules and policies 

• Disciplinary action incurred by their child 

• The college recruiting process 

• Ways in which they can help the team (team parent, pasta nights etc.) 

Parents are NOT encouraged to discuss: 

• Placement in groups (level 1-level 6) 

• Coaching strategies used during practice or contests 

• Other athletes 

 

 
 

 

 



Billing, Procedures, & Policies 

 

Registration Process 

1.   All new swimmers or swimmers returning after at least 6 months of a team separation 
are required to receive an evaluation by a coach at the pool. Evaluations are Monday-
Friday at 6:30pm 

2.   Once an evaluation has been conducted, swimmers and parents will be notified of the 
level they will be placed. Evaluator will then describe the goals of the group, the pricing 
structure, and the days and times available for the specific group. 

3.   Parents will receive a signed registration form and USA registrations form. It is 
mandatory that both forms be filled out completely and brought to their new coach on 
their first day of practice. A check made out to “Pacific Swimming” in the amount of 

$65.00 will also need to be submitted with the USA Registration 

Meet Entry Process 

1.   Menlo Mavericks will post an annual event calendar on the website. From here, prior to 
each event, an event notification will be set up and automatically sent to ALL currently active 
members of the team. 

2.   Once the email notification has been received in the members email, there will be an 
opportunity for them to follow the event link and log in to the team site. 

a.    From here, they will be directed to the event page for further specific details 
about the event. 

b.    If a member would like to register for the event, they will click the swimmer 
(participants) name and “declare” that yes [swimmer] will participate in the event. 

c.    If there are any restrictions, time/day/distance/car pool, or other information 
they may place that into the comments box available. 

d.   In order for the event to be processed, member must click the “Save Changes” 
button 

e. Summer swim meets are included in membership, all other events and USA 
swim meets will incur a fee.  

3.   All events will have a specific deadline, if you plan on not attending, please un-commit on 
the team site or email us 48hours prior to the event registration deadline. Your account will be 
charged otherwise. 

4.   Once the deadline for an event has closed, each athletes Mind Body account will be 
charged for the event. (Swim events and days vary, prices are usually around $20.00 per day) 

5.   Water Polo tournaments will be paid prior to the event and will cost around $60.00 per 

athlete per day of  the tournament to the coach or team representative.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Communicating Practice Schedules 

1.   Menlo Mavericks have a team website, www.menlomavericks.com, which give specific 
details to our practice schedule and days that we will not have practice. 

a.    On the main site, under “About” tab and listed under “Practice Times” is a 
complete list of each groups practice days and times. 

b.    On the main site, under “About” tab and listed under “Observed Holidays”, is 
a complete list of the days Menlo Mavericks will have off of normal day practices. 

2.   Menlo Mavericks will communicate through the coaches to the swimmers at practice 
and via email to parents leading up to any days we will not plan on having a normal 
practice. 

3.   Menlo Mavericks will send out a reminder email to all families regarding days we will 
not plan on having a normal practice. 

Payment of Dues 

1.   Payment of dues will be an automatic process through the team online registration 
system, MindBody. 

a.    Name, phone number, address, email address, and billing information must 
be provided in order to ensure proper payment processing. 

2.   If a family would like to withdraw from the team, at least a fifteen (15) day notice 
prior to the beginning of the next billing cycle must be given to the Menlo Swim and Sport 
service center. A written form will be filled out and placed on file. 

3.   A payment may be made in the form of cash, check or another card in the Menlo Swim 
and Sport service center prior to the first of the following month. If a payment is not 
made, the monthly dues will be automatically charged to the credit card on file.   

  

Consequences of Non-Payment 

1.   Menlo Swim and Sport has a sixty (60) day non-payment period. If a payment has not 
been made within 60 days of the initial payment process (the 1st of every month), the 
account will be placed on hold and sent to collections. The swim family will be asked to 
resolve the matter prior to continuing their membership. 

  

Planning Travel 

1.   Travel meets or functions (events, in which extensive travel is needed either by 
carpool, caravan, bus, or plane) will be based on situation.  Accommodations will be 
offered and will be required to be paid for prior to leaving for the event.   

2.   A head volunteer parent and coach in charge of function will work together to create 
itinerary for each participating member. 

3.   Each participant will receive a code of conduct. 

a.    Code of conduct will be signed by both participant and parent/guardian. 

b.    Participant will not be allowed to attend the event without written consent. 

c.    Club travel policies must be signed and agreed to by all athletes, parents, 
Coaches and other adults traveling with the club. (USA Swimming rules 305.5.D) 

4.   Team managers and chaperones must be members of USA Swimming and have 
successfully passed a USA Swimming-administered criminal background check. (305.5.B) 

http://www.menlomavericks.com/


5.    Regardless of gender, a coach shall not share a hotel room or other sleeping 
arrangement with an athlete (unless the coach is the parent, guardian, sibling, or spouse 
of that particular athlete). (305.5.A) 

6.   When only one athlete and one coach travel to a competition, the athlete must have 
his/her parents’ (or legal guardian’s) written permission in advance to travel alone with 
the coach. (305.5C) 

 
 

 
 

Menlo Mavericks Practice schedules 
Due to our many programs at the pool, practice times and schedules are updated on our 

team site. Best source of information would be your athletes coach. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 



USA Swimming- Basic Rules 
 

The technical rules of swimming are designed to provide fair and equitable conditions 

of competition and to promote uniformity in the sport. Each swimming stroke has specific 

rules designed to ensure that no swimmer gets an unfair competitive advantage over 

another swimmer. 

  

Trained officials observe the swimmers during each event to ensure compliance with these 

technical rules. If a swimmer commits an infraction of the rules that is observed by an 

official, a disqualification (DQ) will result. This means that the swimmer will not receive an 

official time and will not be eligible for an award in that event. A disqualification may result 

from actions such as not getting to the starting blocks on time, false starting, performing 

strokes in an illegal manner, or unsportsmanlike conduct.  

  

DQs are also a result of technical rules violations. They include but are not limited to:   

 Freestyle: Walking on the bottom, pulling on the lane rope, not touching the wall on 

a turn, or not completing the distance. 

 Backstroke: Pulling or kicking into the wall once a swimmer has turned passed the 

vertical onto the breast. Turning onto the breast before touching the wall with the 

hand at the finish of the race. 

 Breaststroke: An illegal kick such as flutter (freestyle), dolphin (butterfly), or 

scissors (side stroke); not on the breast; alternating movements of the arms; taking 

two arm strokes or two leg kicks while the head is under water; touching with only 

one hand at the turns or finish.  

 Butterfly: Alternating movements of the arms or legs; pushing the arms forward 

under instead of over the water surface (underwater recovery); a breaststroke style 
of kick; touching with only one hand at the turns or finish. 

For specific language on any technical rules consult the USA Swimming Rules and 

Regulations book. Violations of the rules are reported to the Referee. The rules require that 

every reasonable effort be made to notify the swimmer or his coach of the reason for the 

disqualification. If your child is disqualified in an event, be supportive rather than critical. 

For beginning swimmers, a disqualification should be treated as a learning experience, not 

as a punishment. A disqualification alerts the swimmer and coach to what portions of the 

swimmer's stroke need to be corrected. They should be considered in the same light as an 

incorrect answer in schoolwork-they point out areas that need further practice. 

Disqualifications are necessary to keep the competition fair and equitable for all 

competitors. A supportive attitude on the part of the official, coach, and parent can make a 

positive situation out of the disqualification. 

  

Looking for more?  Check out USA Swimming's Rules and Regulations Page. 
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Swim Meet Basics 

(Excerpt from USA Swimming’s Sample Club Handbook) - Please be sure to check with your 

swimmer’s coach for specifics that may be different from the examples below. 

  

Swim meets are a great family experience. They're a place where the whole family can 

spend time together. 

  

Listed below are some very in-depth guidelines geared to help you through your first couple 

of swim meets. It may seem a little overwhelming, but we tried to be as specific and as 

detailed as we possibly could. If you have any questions, please ask your coach. 

  

BEFORE THE MEET STARTS 

1. Arrive at the pool at least 15 minutes before the scheduled warm-up time begins. 

This time will be listed in the meet information handed out to all swimmers and also 

in the team newsletter. 

2. Upon arrival, find a place to put your swimmer's blankets, swim bags and/or sleeping 

bags. The team usually sits in one place together, so look for some familiar faces. 

3. Find the check-in place. Usually, parents are not allowed on deck so this may be a 

responsibility of your swimmer or your swimmer’s coach. Make sure your swimmer 

checks in with his or her coach! Check for special posted instructions in the check-in 

area. 

o Usually one will need to circle the swimmer's name or "#" before each 

swimmer's name, in each event he or she is swimming, that day. If this is not 

done, the swimmer will not be allowed to swim that event. Check-in is 

required so that the people running the meet know who is actually at the 

meet. After check-in, the meet administrators "seed" the swimmers into 

heats. Heat and lane assignments will be posted, so be sure your swimmer 

knows where to look! 

o  Sometimes the meet is "pre-seeded" and no check-in is required. You and 

your swimmer can find heat and lane assignments by purchasing a program. 

4. Once "checked in", write or have the swimmers write each event-number on his or 

her hand in ink. This helps him/her remember what events he/she is swimming and 

what event number to listen or watch for. 

5. Your swimmer now gets his/her cap and goggles and reports to the pool and/or 

coach for warm-up instructions. It is very important for all swimmers to warm-up 

with the team. A swimmer's body is just like a car on a cold day-he/she needs to get 

the engine going and warmed-up before he/she can go all out. 

6. After warm-up, your swimmer will go back to the area where his/her team is sitting 

and wait there until his first event is called. This is a good time to make sure he/she 

goes to the bathroom if necessary, gets a drink, or just gets settled in. 

7. The meet will usually start about 10-15 minutes after warm-ups are over. 

8. According to USA Swimming rules (because of insurance purposes), parents are not 

allowed on deck unless they are serving in an official capacity. Similarly, all questions 

concerning meet results, an officiating call, or the conduct of a meet, should be 

referred to a coach. He or she in turn, will pursue the matter through the proper 

channels. 

9. Psyche Sheet or Heat Sheets. A psyche sheet is usually available for sale in the lobby 

or concession area of the pool. It lists all swimmers in each event in order of "seed 

time". When the team entry is sent in, each swimmer and his/her previous best time 

(up to the date that the entry was submitted) in that event is listed. If the swimmer 

is swimming an event for the first time, he/she will be entered as a "no-time" or 



"NT". A "no-time" swimmer will most likely swim in one of the first heats of the 

event. A Heat sheet may be available close to the start of the meet that lists the 

actual heat and lane a swimmer will be competing in. 

ONCE THE MEET BEGINS 

1. It is important for any swimmer to know what event numbers he/she is swimming 

(again, why they should have the numbers on their hand). He/she may swim right 

away after warm-up or they may have to wait awhile. 

2. Most meets are computerized. There are generally two ways a swimmer gets to 

his/her lane: 

o A swimmer usually reports directly to his/her lane for competition a number 

of heats before he/she actually swims. Check with your swimmer's coach for 

specific instructions. 

o In some novice meets, a swimmer's event number will be called, usually over 

the loudspeaker, and he/she will be asked to report to the "clerk of course" or 

“bullpen”. Swimmers should report with his/her cap and goggle. 

 Generally, girl’s events are odd-numbered and boy’s events are even-

numbered. Example: "Event #26, 10-Under Boys, 50 freestyle, report 

to Clerk of Course." The "Clerk of Course" or “bullpen” area is usually 

where all swimmers checked in before the warm-up. 

 The clerk will usually line up all the swimmers and take them down to 

the pool in correct order. You can expect at least 4-8 heats of each 

event. 

3. The swimmer swims his or her race. 

4. After each swim: 

o He/she is to ask the timers (people behind the blocks at each lane) his/her 

time. 

o Depending on the coach’s instructions, the swimmer may be asked to do 

some recovery swimming if a "warm down" pool or lanes are available. 

o The swimmer should then go immediately to his or her coach. The coach will 

discuss the swim with each swimmer. Some coaches may wish to talk with 

the swimmer before her recovery swim. 

5. Generally, the coach follows these guidelines when discussing swims: 

o Positive comments or praise 

o Suggestions for improvement 

o Positive comments 

6. Things you, as a parent, can do after each swim: 

o Tell him how great he did! The coaching staff will be sure to discuss stroke 

technique with him. You need to tell him how proud you are and what a great 

job he did. 

o Take him back to the team area and relax. 

o This is another good time to check out the bathrooms, get a drink or 

something light to eat. 

7. The swimmer now waits until his next event is called and starts the procedure again. 

When a swimmer has completed all of her events she and her parents get to go 

home. Make sure, however, you, as a parent, check with the coach before leaving to 

make sure your swimmer is not included on a relay. It is not fair to other swimmers 

who may have stayed to swim on a relay where your swimmer is expected to be a 

member and she is not there. 



8. Results are usually posted somewhere in the facility. Awards are often gathered for a 

team and given to the coach at the end of the meet. The coach will give the awards 

to the swimmers at a later practice time. 

 

 

Parent Involvement 

 Swim meets and special events are family events. The only way swim meets and 

special events can take place is with a great deal of family involvement. There are 

numerous duties that are necessary to ensure our swimmers have a great experience. 

Unlike other sports where parents are spectators 100% of the time, swim meets require and 

benefit from parent involvement 100% of the time. Think of it as active spectating.  

Parent Volunteer Job Descriptions- Team Hosted Swim Meets (Summer League) 

 Volunteer Coordinator-Coordinates all parent volunteer jobs needed at swim 

meets 

 Timer-Sits at the end of the lane, times and records swimmers time from stopwatch, 

typically 2-3 timers per lane. 

 Head Timer-Times all events with an extra stopwatch that can be used in the event 

that one of the lane timers has a problem with their watch. 

 Recorder-Sits with the timers and records times from the stopwatches 

 Runner-Collects swim times from recorders and takes them to the computers for 

input 

 Ribbons-Distributes ribbons to kids after putting stickers on the back of ribbons. 

Places uncollected ribbons in a designated file box. 

 Computer/Computer assistant-Inputs times for all swimmers and scores the 

meet 

 Check-in-Upon arrival to the meet, swimmers will report to check-in where they will 

signify they are there and are ready to swim. Check in clerk will allow swimmers to 

mark down their events and record swimmer is present at the meet. 

 Announcer-Announces updates on the events throughout the day and calls out the 

events 

 Starter-Starts each event after calling each race to the blocks 

 Stroke and turn judge/Official-Evaluates the legality of a swimmers stroke to 

ensure fairness of races. There will be a training class for this for those that are 

interested. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Become a Swim Meet Official 

Our goal is to offer the ability for parents of Menlo Mavericks swimmers to receive 

training, recognition for serving USA Swimming and our team and to also learn more about 

the sport you have chosen for your athlete. Being able to represent Menlo Mavericks as a 

parent volunteer goes a long way and it is also recognition for our club team away from our 

pool.  

As officials, parents are taught to work as stroke and turn judges, head timers, 

starters, referees, and meet marshals. Each time you step on the deck as an official, you 

are benefiting Menlo Mavericks swimmers, their friends, and each and every other athlete 

attending a swim meet. Swim meets are available as a learning tool for our athletes and 

cannot occur without the assistance of parent volunteer officials that are willing to help. 

It is the responsibility of ALL swim clubs to provide swim meet officials. In order to 

run successful swims meets, a typical 8-lane pool requires 6-12 stroke and turn, 2-3 starter, 

and 1-4 referees. Menlo Mavericks wants to be able to help out our Local Swim Committee 

(LSC) by having willing and capable officials available.  

It is essential for Menlo Mavericks to be represented considering we have a growing 

team that is willing to learn and has a drive to attend swim meets. As we move throughout 

the year, we will inform you of any training sessions being offered. Classes are short and 

easy and over in a couple of hours. The training is done at swim meets that you attend with 

your swimmers. What a better way to watch your athlete swim, then right on the edge of 

the pool! 

 

Benefits 

 Menlo Mavericks will reimburse you for your USA Swimming Official 

Registration 

 Menlo Mavericks will provide each official with an embroidered white USA 

Swimming polo shirt 

 Parents obtaining a “Level II” will also receive a USA Swimming Sweatshirt 

 Parents of swimmers obtaining “Level II” official will receive 15% off of their 

first athletes monthly dues 

  

Getting started    

1) Attend a training clinic    

•  Attend a beginning Stroke & Turn training clinic. The clinic requires 

approximately 4 hours and includes discussions and a USA Swimming produced video 

tape on judging strokes, turns and relay takeoffs.  

•  Pacific  Swimming conducts clinics throughout the year at various locations. 

Contact your Zone Officials Chair for the location and date of the next training 

clinic in your zone. If you want to host a clinic at your club, contact your Zone 

Officials chair to schedule a date and time.    

2) Get on the Deck Training    

•  New Stroke & Turn judges typically work a minimum of four sessions at a 

minimum of two different meets, “shadowing” experienced officials. To get on-

deck training, report to the officials’ briefing, this is typically about 30 minutes 

before the start of the meet session. Trainees are welcome at any CBA meet, but  

generally not at meets such as JO and Far Western.  

 3) Register as an Official  

•  Before you can be certified, you must register as a non-athlete member of 

USA Swimming.   

 4) Take USA Swimming Officials Test    

•  Complete USA Swimming’s on-line, open book test. You must have a 

completed USA Swimming non- athlete membership before you can take this test.  



Swimmer Nutrition 

BY JILL CASTLE, MS, RD, LDN 

What do you pack to eat on race day? What’s your nutrition prescription?  

 

Everybody has a different approach when it comes to eating on race day. Having a strategy 

and an execution plan can remove doubt and worry about hunger, energy levels, digestive 

problems, and keep you focused on the race at hand.  

 

Here are a few guidelines for smart eating and packing up the cooler: 

 Don’t DQ your day. Breakfast at home or on the road is the metabolism boost every 

swimmer needs. Instant oatmeal made with skim or low fat milk, toast with nut 

butter, dry cereal, yogurt and fruit are all light options that rev up the body. If you 

are competing in the morning, be sure to keep it light. Opt for a heavier breakfast if 

competition is in the afternoon. 

 Pack variety. A few options of fruit, vegetables, grain and high quality protein 

sources should cover the variable appetite and tummy tolerance you may experience 

on race day. It’s better to have more food options than a large quantity of only two 

or three foods. Don’t make the mistake of relying on a single food or energy bars to 

get you through the day. While they can do the job of fueling your body, they may 

not rate in appetite satisfaction. Having a variety of food sources increases the odds 

of proper fueling and healthy eating. 

 Pack enough. You don’t want to run out of food, and you may want to share with 

other swimmers (well-fueled swimmers help the whole team, right?). 

 Pay attention to temperature. If you are packing perishables, be sure to add an ice 

pack. It’s no fun to get tummy cramps before a race because something has spoiled. 

 Pack in the protein. Protein will be an ally in keeping your blood sugar stable, thus 

keeping hunger, energy and mood in check. Nibble on cheese sticks or slices, nuts, 

peanut or nut butters, deli meat slices, yogurt or yogurt drinks, boxes of low fat 

milk, hummus, hard-boiled eggs or edamame. 

 Don’t forget the Carbohydrate. Your muscles rely on carbs for fuel. Pack easily 

digestible sources such as 100% juice, fruit leather, applesauce, fresh or dried fruit, 

or veggie sticks. Don’t forget the more complex carbohydrate foods too, such as 

crackers, unsweetened dry cereal, pita or other breads, pretzels and graham 

crackers. Stay away from refined sugars such as soda, candy and desserts on race 

day. 

 Nosh or Nibble? Save “meals” or large quantities of food for big breaks between 

events. Nibble small amounts of food before and after events that are closely 

scheduled. At a minimum, you should be nibbling to stay energized and keep your 

muscles fueled on race day. 

 Think your drink. Water, 100% fruit juice and sports drinks are appropriate at a 

swim meet. Plain and flavored milk are great recovery drink choices after the meet; 

they provide protein for muscle repair and carbohydrate to re-fuel muscles. 

 Know your eating style on race day. If it is counter-productive to racing, follow these 

guidelines as a strategy for optimal eating. Don’t tempt yourself by packing foods or 

making concession purchases that you (really) don’t want to be eating. 

 Fiber Facts. Fiber can be a problem on race day, or not. Fiber is a food component to 

which each swimmer has an individual tolerance. Don’t experiment with high fiber 

foods on race day; sort this out during training season and avoid tummy trouble 
when it matters most. 

 



COUNT ON CARBOHYDRATE FOR THE YOUNG SWIMMER 

BY JILL CASTLE, MS, RD 

Are ‘carbs’ bad? Popular opinion would lead you to believe they are—but this isn’t 

true for growing swimmers. The truth is, carbohydrates supply important nutrients and a 

critical energy source for the young swimmer. But what types of carbohydrates are best? 

You may be surprised to learn that all types of carbohydrates can have benefits, but with all 

things nutrition, getting the right balance is the key.  

             Carbohydrate is the preferred energy source for working muscles and normal brain 

function. All carbohydrate from food is digested and broken down to a simple form: glucose. 

The brain and muscles rely on a steady supply of this for normal performance.  

             Muscles store, or load, glucose in the form of glycogen. During exercise, glycogen 

breaks down, releasing glucose to the blood stream and making it available to the brain and 

muscles. Unlike adults, young athletes are limited in their ability to breakdown glycogen. 

While carbohydrate loading is common among adult athletes, its benefit in young swimmers 

and other young athletes is undetermined.  

            Carbohydrates are categorized as simple (sugar) or complex (starch and fiber). 

Foods such as grains, fruit, vegetables and dairy products are complex carbohydrates and 

desirable for the athlete. Why? The more complex the source, the longer it takes to digest 

and absorb, making glucose available to the muscles over a longer period. On the other 

hand, simple carbohydrate sources are quickly digested and absorbed, releasing glucose 

almost immediately to the body. Both sources are beneficial to the young swimmer. 

Complex sources are the foundation foods from daily meals and snacks, keeping muscles, 

brain and body well fueled. Simple carbohydrate sources, such as a sports drink, can be 

beneficial before and during training or competition.  

            Generally, children’s diets are rich in carbohydrate, but the balance of complex and 

simple sources are skewed. Many kids are getting more carbohydrate from simple sources 

than they need, overdosing on soda, other sweetened beverages, desserts, candy and other 

processed snack foods. These foods may negatively impact the nutrition ‘bottom line’ for 

growing swimmers, resulting in excess calories and nutrient gaps in their diet. Scaling back 

on these foods leaves room for the important (and more nutritious) complex carbohydrate 

foods.  

            So how can young swimmers bank on getting enough and the right type of 

carbohydrates? Tilt the balance in favor of complex carbohydrates with these tips:  

 

• Eat an array of fruit and vegetables, targeting 5 servings (1 cup) each day.  

• Incorporate starchy (potato and other root vegetables) and non-starchy vegetables into 

meals and snacks.  

• Eat whole grains (cereal, bread, pasta, rice, crackers) over refined grains, at least half of 

the time.  

• Drink and eat low-fat dairy products (or dairy substitutes), targeting 3 cups each day.  

• Scale back on desserts, candy, processed snacks, soda and other sweetened beverages—

keep it to one or two servings (or less) each day.  

• Strategically use sports drinks during training and competition, not as an accompaniment 

to a meal or snack.  

 

When thinking about carbohydrates, keep it simple! Max on complex carbohydrate foods 

and minimize the simple ones—not only will the young swimmer be set for training and 

competition everyday, he’ll get a healthy dose of good nutrition too.  

 

Jill Castle is a registered dietitian and child nutrition expert. She is the owner of Pediatric 

Nutrition of Green Hills and creator of Just The Right Byte, a child and family nutrition blog. 

Jill lives with her husband and four children (one swimmer!) in Nashville, TN.  



  

Swimmers Goals  

Dan McCarthy, Sport Performance Specialist 

Reaching your goals is like following a road map. The final destination is your 

long term goal, the route you take is your seasonal or career goals and the stops 

along the way are your short term goals. 

Your long term goals are what you want to accomplish over all. Make sure 

you clearly define your long team goal. It is ok to have more than one long term 

goal, be aware that they may take you along different paths. Be sure to recognize a 

starting point for your goals. 

Your short term goals are those that can evaluate your progression. To do 

these, set smaller goals that will benefit your long term goal. The long term goal by 

itself cannot provide enough feedback or even a specific direction. 

Check and double check yourself every day and ask yourself; Do my 

performance goals match up with what I am willing to do at practice?   Attendances, 

intensity, focus. Am I keeping up with the technical as well as the performance? 

Does coach have suggestions that may improve or assist me in achieving short term 

and long term goals? 

Be willing to understand that goals do not occur simply by physical attributes, 

psychological preparation is a factor in goal setting. Be sure that you are mentally 

ready for a swim meet and even for practice. Are the thoughts you are motivating 

yourself with positive or negative?  Work on visualizing yourself being successful 

before practice and competitions. The words “I feel great!” have a huge impact when 

said out loud, start positive and stay positive.  

Factors away from the pool can cause goals to proceed or falter.  Nutritional 

choices, habits and access to positive nutritional information is easily attainable.  

Never be afraid to ask “Is this good for me and my goals?” In general, your coaching 

staff can be of great assistance.  Make sure you are surrounding yourself with 

positive and supportive people. These are some of the greatest factors to your goals 

and decisions away from the pool. 

Goal setting helps you do a multitude of things; It provides direction and 

motivation. It builds confidence and provides feedback. Just remember these goal 

setting tips: Be realistic, be specific, evaluate your goals regularly, take ownership of 

the goals, be flexible, and share your goals.  

Follow this and you can be successful.  
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